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Abstract

As the computer hardware has become more powerful the parallel and
distributed programming has become increasingly popular. The debug-
ging of these systems are however complex. It is common that when
debugging such systems only print-statements are used since debugging
environments may be hard, or impossible to run on the target systems.

The aim of this thesis is to provide an understanding of debugger archi-
tecture and the most commonly used debugging techniques and where
these are used. This will not give a complete understanding of them,
but hopefully questions will be raised that may aid users to expand their
debugging operations and question the techniques that they use.

Some of these debugging techniques will be applied to give suggestion
of a method which allow debugging of systems with several processes
where dependencies between the processes are high. This method is
presented in chapter 4 and involves a remote debugging solution using
the GDB debugger as a back-end debugger.
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1 Introduction

This report presents the result of the work performed for the bachelor thesis project ”De-
bugging methods” that was performed at Clavister AB in Örnsköldsvik during spring of
2013.

1.1 Background

Clavister is a network security vendor delivering a full range of network security solutions
for both physical and virtualized environments. Their network security solutions are used by
a wide range of organizations throughout the world, including mobile and network security
solutions for large enterprises, cloud service providers and telecom operators.

Clavister products are powered by a network security operating system. Available in two
different versions, each version targeting different market segments and highly tuned specif-
ically for these markets.

One of the versions, called cOs Stream, is built on a Unix-type platform. To provide its
services different user-space applications co-operate, each application having its own re-
sponsibility. These applications are tightly coupled and regularly communicate with each
other.

1.2 Purpose

The aim of this thesis is to provide an understanding of a debuggers architecture and the
most commonly used debugging techniques and where these are used. This will not give
a complete understanding of these and when to use them, but hopefully questions will be
raised that may help users to expand their normal debugging operations with new techniques
which can optimize their work.

It will also try to provide a user friendly debugging solution which may be used to debug
complex systems which involve many processes which have large dependencies between
them. The solution should give the ability to control multiple processes from a single de-
bugging instance and with a single command halt all processes that is attached to the de-
bugging platform. The solution should preferably give the developers the option to write
their code in an integrated development environment (IDE), and preferably from this IDE
be able to debug and perform normal debugging operations such as, code step and issue
breakpoints. To minimize the learning period the solutions presented should also try to use
software which provides popular command sets, such as the GDB command-set.

1.3 Problem

cOs Stream is built to be self aware in the way that it can detect and restart any application
that become unresponsive. This is required since the applications running in Stream are
highly dependent on each other and if one of them become unresponsive it could affect
large parts of the system depending on which of the processes malfunctions.

The debugging of such as system can be quite a complex task. The ability to debug a near-
complete product is quite important, that is the product that should be shipped to customers.
This since changing any code to much to adapt for debugging may hide or remove bugs
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temporary while doing the debugging and then reemerge when the codebase is reset to a
”ready to ship” codestate.

Figure 1: Example of a non-monolithic-kernel setup with four user-space OS-services.
Strong dependencies is shown with the double arrows and exists between S1
and S2, S3 and S4, and between S2 and S3

Consider an operating system using a non-monolithic kernel which has four services as
help, whose setup is illustrated in Figure 1. Further assume that when some service notices
that another service becomes unresponsive, it will issue actions that lead to the unresponsive
service being restarted.

If a bug would present itself in service S1, to be able to successfully debug S1 using a
debugger, it is required to also take control of S2, which further creates a need to control
both S4 and S3. If the other services aren’t in a testers control, then when S2 notices that S1
is unresponsive it will make sure that S1 is restarted, S1 in turn is connected to a debugger
and being debugged by the tester, when it is restarted the debugger will lose control of it
since a new instance of S1 is spawned and the debugged instance of S1 is terminated.

By the problem stated above we can derive that the fundamental problem of debugging these
kinds of systems is the ability to keep control over multiple processes in an easy manner,
even though only one or two of the services are going to be debugged.

Throughout this thesis it will be discussed what possibilities exists in *NIX-based operating
systems that support control of multiple processes. The discussion will mostly be based
around the GDB debugger (and in turn languages supported by GDB), as that has become
one of the most used debugging software on these systems[6], and support a wide variety
of languages.

2 Debugging

The term ”bug” refers to software defects, and the term has been a publicly accepted term
for software defect since first referred to as such in Harvard Mark I days [9].

Debuggers are a needed part of the developing process when dealing with complex systems,
such as operating systems and parallel systems. All interactions and execution flows of a
system cannot be predicted and solved by only going through the code doing code anal-
ysis. As software gets more and more complex debuggers get increasingly important in
the process of tracking down and fixing software problems. The debugger becomes more
increasingly important because the software bugs tend to get more difficult to detect and
correct over time as the development of the software progresses.
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Figure 2: Showing flow of the typical dynamic debugging process. Starting with executing,
then examining behavior, if error is found then fix it, otherwise rerun application
to find other errors.

There are two main approaches of software testing/debugging, Static and dynamic testing.
Static testing is a method where the software isn’t really used. It generally involves manu-
ally reviewing and walking through the code or documentation to find bugs and errors. This
type of testing is best used by the person who wrote the code.

Dynamic testing is a method where software is tested by executing it. The normal way
of testing is to check output values given a certain input to the software or parts of the
software. Unit tests, integration tests and system tests are normal tests within the dynamic
methodology. Dynamic testing is the most commonly used testing methodology among
developers. The typical dynamic testing process is illustrated in Figure 2.

2.1 What is a debugger

A debugger is a complex piece of software that can be is used to test and ”debug” other
applications. Their internals require sophisticated algorithms and data structures to be able
to perform their objective. Debuggers are used to analyze and find out why software doesn’t
behave as expected. They help developers to understand the software and to find the cause
of a software glitch. The developer can with the help of the debugger find and repair the
glitch to allow the software to work according to its original intent. The debugger can
control the software being debugged so it can allow the developers to follow the execution
flow of the software, and in that way verify that the software executes as expected.

Debuggers are crucial tools needed in the development process, actually during the develop-
ment of the average software project at least half of the time is spent debugging. [2][9]. In
spite of that, the debuggers most commonly used to debug software aren’t taught to students
to any great extent. Debuggers are in general studied very little, for example compared to
compilers. Most debuggers offer more sophisticated functions such as running a program
”step-by-step”, pause application execution to examine its current state, and tracking the
value changes of variables.

2.2 How is a debugger used

Debuggers are used by running the debugger together with the software being debugged,
usually after a special compilation of the software that prepares it for debugging. The de-
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bugger monitors and controls the software using functionality that the underlying operating
system provides, functionality which lets the debugger have full control over the software
undergoing debugging. The developer can control the execution with commonly imple-
mented commands such as breakpoints and single-step operations. The state of the soft-
ware at various points throughout the execution is examined until the developer can find the
problem; the developer may then attempt to fix the problem and begin to search for other
defects.

The usual process of the use of debuggers are as follows, first they are used when only
a part of the software design is implemented, to identify early bugs. Secondly, when an
identifiable module or subsystem of the software is completed and ready for use, then a
debugger can be used to make sure that the specific module is error-free and can be merged
into the full software. Third, debugger is used to test the completed system to find errors
in how the different modules interact and other problems that only show themselves when
the software is assembled in full. Fourth, debuggers are used as changes and adaptions are
made to existing software and therefore may destabilize previously working code.

2.3 How does a debugger work

The debugger primarily used in this thesis (and one of the more popular ones) fall under
machine-level-type debuggers. Machine-level debuggers actually debug the running code
(that is, running machine instructions) as they are processed by the CPU. Current runtime
debuggers can all control the execution of the code under debugging by using breakpoints
(available in wide variety of types) and a single-step instruction which allows debugger to
instruct a process to only execute a single instruction.

The debugger, when receiving control of a running piece of code, reports to the user using
the debugger, how, why, and where the application has stopped. Once stopped it is possible
to examine the state of the application, which includes the current back trace (list of all
functions called), the values in the CPU registers, the contents of all memory accessible by
the process being debugged.

2.4 Debugger Architecture

Having discussed how a general debugger is used, this section will discuss the architecture
of the most commonly used debugger-type, the symbolic (mapping between machine code
and source code). A debugger must at its core be closely coupled with the operating system,
having access to the process control functionality the operating system provides.

Debugger kernel

A general debugger typically consists of a user interface running on top of the debugger
core, the core is best described as a ”Debugger kernel”. The user interface presents all
needed information from the debugged process and the underlying low-level structures the
debugger handles, such as Call stack, Variables, CPU registers etc. The debugger-kernel
services all the views available in the user interface. In a Model View Controller design
pattern, the interface would be the view and the debugger kernel the controller. This very
general layout is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Basic overview of a general debugger is shown on the left side, and the OS
functions are at the bottom.

Figure 4: A very simple example of a symbol table. In the left column is the source-code
file and line of statement that is referenced. In the right column is the address in
the software text space where the source-code statement begins.

Source file:line Machine address
foo.c:13 0x4005de
foo.c:15 0x400593
boo.c:33 0x42058c

It is in the debugger kernel that the process control is handled. The process that is being the
debugged is to the operating system, a process. The debugger may initiate process creation
or attach itself to an already running process, but in either case, that process becomes the
”debuggee”. At the end of the debugging process the debugger kernel must terminate the
debugged process or detach from it.

The debugger kernel also handles the symbol table. Most debuggers used for high-level
programming languages have the option to show exactly which line in the code that the
execution is currently at. This is done by mapping between the original source code and the
executable machine code with something called a symbol table, a very generalized symbol
table is displayed in Figure 4. The compiler transforms source text to machine instruction
that can directly be executed on the hardware platform. To make the mapping possible,
during the compilation process, the compiler must provide extensive debug information
about the source code and how it was transformed to machine code. This information is
normally excluded and a developer must tell the compiler to include it. This since this
information is not needed to the end-user and since this information can be quite extensive,
it may increase the compiled application’s size quite much.

The symbol table is then consulted when the debugger needs to map between byte ad-
dresses in the executable machine code and source-code instructions. The symbol table
also contains information about a processes variables and where the debugger may find a
source-code level variable or data structure within the data memory of the debugged pro-
cess. Associated with that information, there will be type information that tells the debugger
how to correctly interpret the raw bits in the memory correctly. The symbol table is usually
a part of the debugged process, but may also be an individual file.

Using the symbol table, the process control part of the debugger kernel, can control the
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process in such a way that the user seems to watch the actual source code being executed,
even though it is actually machine instructions. The process control part of debugger kernel
includes, running the debugged process to the next breakpoint, single stepping by low-level
instruction or by source-code statement and handling exceptions generated by the debugged
process.

When the debugger needs access to the process it is debugging, it must use a debug API
which is part of the operating system. The API provides basic functionality to be able
to create a debugable process, to read and write the processes memory and to control the
execution of the process. The API also provides functionality that can notify the debugger
whenever anything happens to the debugged process. Other than responding to this special
debugger API, the debugged processes operation and interaction with the OS and underlying
software is not affected by it being debugged.

In general, most debuggers are event-based[9], meaning that they wait for events (in this
case, from OS and debugged process) in which they need to act upon. If we would look at
single threaded debugger kernels main loop, it would most likely contain a single loop with
a blocking call to read some sort of queue of incoming messages from the outside. When
a message is received by the debugger it takes the appropriate actions and then notifies its
user-interface that something has happened, which gives the user who is performing the de-
bugging the possibility to take action through the debuggers interface, either by examining
variables or simply telling the debugger to issue actions to resume the execution.

Hardware Debugging Support

The ability of the debugger to control the execution of a process depends both on support
built into the CPU and on sophisticated specialized debugging mechanisms built into the
operating system. The minimal requirement a debugger places on the underlying hardware
includes the following[9].

• A way to specify a breakpoint in the executing code such that when the CPU reaches
this location, execution will stop; this can be provided by simply writing some illegal
instruction into the code stream for the debugged process.

• A notification system, also called an interrupt or a trap, that will notify the operating
system (and in turn the debugger) that an important event has occurred at the running
process.

• The ability to read and write values directly out of and into the hardware registers
when the interrupt occurs; this includes the program counter register.

Breakpoints

A breakpoint is a special piece of code that can be inserted at some point in the executing
code, that when executed, issues a special ”trap” that occur in the CPU, which when oc-
curred will call the exception handler that the operating system has registered. Most CPUs
have special instructions for the purpose of breakpoints, provided explicitly for the purpose
of use by debuggers.
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Breakpoints are key to all debugger execution control, almost all execution control algo-
rithms, at some point, involves breakpoints. These algorithms frequently require a special
breakpoint to be set which may or may not be invisible to the user. Breakpoints may be
used to aid single-step, provide special features such as ”run-to-here”, provide selective or
conditional program control that stops the process only under a user defined condition, and
a lot of other possible features.

In some cases the breakpoints are just a special value of a general ”interrupt” instruction,
or it may be a special dedicated breakpoint instruction. In either case, the instruction is de-
signed to halt execution immediately and trap to a special OS breakpoint exception handler.
On architectures with varying length instructions it is normal for the breakpoint instruction
to be the length of the shortest possible instruction. This makes it much simpler for the
debugger to guarantee breakpoints are placed on instruction boundaries. For example, in
the Intel x86-architecture, the breakpoint operation is a 2-byte op code generated by the
assembly instruction INT3.

The debugger has the ability, through the operating system, to read and write text space (that
is, executable code) of the debugged process. Given an address in this text space where a
breakpoint need to be set; the debugger can read the current instruction at that location
and save it for later replacement. Then, the debugger writes a special breakpoint at that
location. Now, when execution of the debugged process continues at full processor speed,
if the processor executes one of these breakpoint instructions, it issues a special trap in the
operating without the debugged process executes a single instruction past the breakpoint.
The OS notifies the debugger that the debugged process has stopped, why it has stopped and
where it was stopped, including which thread that were running when the stop occurred. It
is now up to the debugger to react accordingly. Normally, the debugger will use the OS
debug API to gather information about the complete state of the debugged process. This
includes the content of all important CPU registers and the content of variables that is set.

Generally speaking, there are two ”levels” of breakpoints, the logical and the physical. The
logical breakpoints, usually the ones set by a user, are those associated with a certain point in
the source code. The physical breakpoints are associated with executable machine instruc-
tions, that is, the points in the execution textspace where the actual hardware breakpoint
instructions are written. Since an original instruction is replaced when a breakpoint is set,
in the physical level it must store the original instruction that must be replaced in textspace
if the breakpoint is to be removed. The logical level is responsible for representing a break-
point as fully resolved (that is, it has the mapping between source and physical address) or
as not yet resolved (e.g. when breakpoint is set in a loadable module that has not yet been
loaded).

Single-step Support

Single-step functionality is very important since the user debugging need to be able to
”watch” as the execution proceeds. Frequently the cause of a failure must be ”eased into”,
meaning follow the execution to see how it gets to the point of crash, which stepping does
allow.

The Single-step operation allows the debugger to control the CPU by executing the code at
one machine instruction at a time. Most CPUs provide a mode bit that controls the single-
step operation. Typically, this bit is directly manipulated only by the OS on behalf of the
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Figure 5: Showing the mapping between the logical and physical breakpoint types. Ar-
rows at bottom is showing the call flow, it goes from logical to physical when a
breakpoint is set or changed, and call is made from physical to logical when a
breakpoint is activated.

debugger through a special debug routine. This bit is part of the processor state so a thread
(or process) being single-stepped does not cause other threads (or processes) to also single-
step when the OS decides to give control to another thread not being debugged. When
single-stepping the CPU executes one instruction and then causes a trap back to the OS and
the debugger reporting that the single-step has completed.

With the move toward reduced instruction set (RISC) CPUs in mobile phones, tablets and
even in some super computers[4][3][5], hardware support for single step has been disap-
pearing. This is not a big problem for the concept of debuggers, since technically single-
step is not needed. A debugger can simulate single-step by decoding the instruction at the
current program counter and then set a breakpoint on the very next instruction, causing the
debugged process to halt at the next instruction. Doing single step in that manner, the con-
tinue or go command has the same effect as a single-step command. This since it is much
faster to set a breakpoint some instructions ahead and run at full speed until that break-
point hits, rather than doing multiple instruction single-step until that point is reached. The
overhead of the calls to OS API, to debugged process, back to OS, and finally back to the
debugger is too great to implement a source-level step in that manner.

Operating system API

A debugger is a user-level (but highly specialized) application; it is not part of the operating
system and it is not even a privileged application. The debugger use special calls to alert
the OS that it is a debugger and that it wants to debug some process or processes. By doing
that, the debugger will receive notifications of important events in the life of the process it
is debugging.

To be able to control a process being debugged; the debugger needs functionality to tell
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the OS about the process the debugger wishes to control. The debugger needs to be able
to modify the debugged processes code memory in order to modify the instruction stream
with the special breakpoint instruction. Then the debugger needs to be able to tell the
operating system to run the debugged process and be notified if any exceptions occur before
the debugged process gets notified or terminated. Once the process being debugged does
stop for any reason, the debugger needs to be able to gather information from the debugged
process registers and data memory. The debugger needs enough information so that it knows
what address in data memory that should be read to represent important stack and variable
information. Most operating systems provide this much debugger support.

Access to process control is done in various ways for different systems. For recent UNIX
systems the /proc directory is used. /proc is a device driver interface to all system pro-
cesses. It presents all processes as files in a directory called /proc within the standard
UNIX file system. With /proc, the debugger can use standard access commands to a de-
vice driver to control any process in the system according to standard UNIX file protection
mechanisms. Typical system calls is used to access /proc, e.g. open, close, lseek, read, write
and ioctl().

Multiprocessor Support

Two types of parallel architectures are typically used today. There are multiple instruc-
tion, multiple data (MIMD) and single instruction multiple data (SIMD) parallel machines.
MIMD machines have a small to medium array of processors, each with their own local
data pool. All processors operate on separate instruction stream quasi-independently but in
cooperation on a single program.

Figure 6: Overview of how a SIMD and MIMD-systems are built.

SIMD machines, also known as massively parallel, have a large array of relatively identical
processors, each with a data pool. In SIMD, all processors operate in lockstep executing the
same instruction but using different local data, see Figure 6.
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In both types of multiprocessor systems, stall detection is very important to debuggers.
To provide a controlled debugging environment, debugger controlling asynchronous mul-
tithreaded programs may need to operate only one thread at a time so that no thread can
”run away” in an uncontrolled fashion. This works only if there is good notification when
the thread being controlled suddenly stalls because it requires some sort of synchronization
with another thread that is already stopped by the debugger. If this situation is detected, then
the debugger can switch control from the thread just stalled to the thread it is now waiting
on. If this situation cannot be detected, or if these two threads are actually waiting on each
other, deadlock occurs and the debugger then needs to report it as a major program flaw.
This same problem exists with thread deadlocks on uniprocessor systems, but the problem
is more common and the result more deadly on multiprocessor systems.

A significant issue for debuggers on multiprocessor systems is wether other processor stops
when a fault occurs in one. On SIMD architecture by definition, all processors operate in
lockstep and so this is guaranteed. The problem can occur in MIMD systems because the
processors are complex and more loosely coupled and asynchronized. It is a critical issue
to address because having a deterministic debugger on MIMD systems may be vital to the
debugging process.

3 Debugging techniques

There are numerous techniques that may be used when debugging software. A few tech-
niques includes using print statements, print to log files, sprinkling the code with assertions,
using memory dumps, automated flow analysis, reverse execution, system call tracing tools,
and of course also interactive source-level debugging through some debugging tool. The
technique that is used usually depends on the problem that is going to be reviewed. In this
section some of these techniques will be explained.

3.1 Runtime techniques

The most commonly used techniques are the ones executed in runtime, meaning that they
are monitoring the progress of the execution ”live” while the process being debugged is
executed. Most debuggers (e.g. GDB, WinDbg) can be placed in this category.

Print debugging

Print-debugging is a technique which involves watching live print-statements as they are
written to screen during execution of the software. By doing this it’s possible to follow the
internal flow of the process and see what it is doing. To use this technique, the developer
scatters print-statements in the code, which may print a value of some variable, or where it
is in the code. This method is not really suitable to debug applications, since the developer
can’t get a good view of the entire system and its state, but only a view of the selected data
which is printed. This can make it quite hard to find the more elusive bugs, the best it can do
in many cases is to give a finger pointing to where the bug is located and how to reproduce
the bug when debugging with other techniques. It isn’t feasible for someone to get a good
view of the system state by the use of this method either, this is since the output that is
needed would be quite extensive and it would probably not be possible to understand the
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output printed for anyone else than the person who wrote the print-statement.

This technique is still used by many developers since they miss the experience or lack the
knowledge to use a full debugger environment[8]. There are of course exceptions when
this method is necessary, for example such as systems which aren’t able to run a debugger.
For example, consider the developing of a custom OS kernel. The debugger requires an
underlying system for it to work properly, and in most cases this would be the kernel itself.
Kernels such as the Linux and Windows kernels contain built-in debuggers. However if a
kernel without a built-in debugger needs to be debugged, developers may be forced to resort
to the use of print-debugging.

Remote debugging

Remote-debugging is a technique which involves debugging a process which is not running
on the same environment as the debugger itself. This may be useful when developing soft-
ware for devices that cannot host the entire debugging and development platform or when
debugging very large applications that can destabilize the operating system. The technique
is also commonly used when debugging embedded systems, since there is normally not a
full OS implemented in them so it is easier to only have a minimal debug platform imple-
mented in the deployed software which allows debugging from a remote location.

The remote debugger needs a small debug ”stub” on the target machine that has the basic
hooks into both the operating system and the application to enable debugging. The stubt can
be kept extremely simple because it needs no user interaction logic and no user interface
elements whatsoever. The host debugger, instead of creating a process and expecting the
OS to notify it of debugging events will instead send and receive commands via a serial
cable or network to the target machine. This architecture is very simple, robust and easy to
implement. Everywhere the debugger might initiate an action with the debugged process
or wait for an event from the process, it instead communicate with the process over some
network through the target stub via an established protocol. One of the most common
remote debugging protocols is the GDB RSP (Remote Serial Protocol).

The usual design of an implementation of this technique is a client/server solution, where
the server is located on the target machine (machine being debugged) and the client located
on the remote machine (machine doing the debugging). The debugging-software/server
connects to the target process through some arbitrary network, e.g. TCP/IP or Serial con-
nection. When the debugger is connected it can control the execution of the process on
the remote system, retrieve information of its state, just as it would if the debugger were
debugging a local process.

Figure 7 illustrates how a remote debugging system normally is implemented. The remote
side runs the debugger, and the target side runs the process that is being debugged. On each
side there are debug-stubs, on the target side there is a remote stub which knows how to
interact with the target-architecture and implements functionality that allows communica-
tion with the remote-side. On the remote-side there is a full debugger (e.g. GDB, WinDbg)
which forwards commands to the remote-stub on the target-side. This makes the debugger
independent of the target system. It does not have to know anything about the target system
except how to connect and communicate with the remote stub that is running on it.

In Section 2.4 the debugger kernel were discussed. In the case of using remote debugging
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Figure 7: Overview of a general remote debugging setup. On the left side the remote ma-
chine is shown (running the debugger), and on the right side the target machine
(running the process to debug), and communication is performed through net-
work routines at the bottom in the figure.

and remote stubs, we could say that the process control module of the debugger kernel is
implemented in the remote stub on the target side, and the interface control is implemented
in the client stub on the remote side.

The remote stub consists of two parts, the process control, and the communication part.
The process control part contains the functionality needed to perform all operations that
the debugger needs, e.g. insert breakpoints, halt execution and step operations. This part
is architecture dependent, different process control implementations are needed for Intel
x86, Sparc, RISC etc. This is discussed more in Section 2.4. The communication part
of the remote stub handles the communication with the debugger, usually through some
own implemented protocol (e.g. GDB with its GDB Remote Serial Protocol). In (normal)
local debugging the same functions exists as when using remote debugging with remote and
client stubs, except that with local debugging there is a direct conduit between the process
control and the debuggers message queue that is used in its main-loop (again, main loop is
discussed in Section 2.4), while with remote debugging, it goes through a network and the
client stub before it is queued in the main loops message queue.

To clarify this using the illustration in Figure 7 as a reference, when a user invokes some
command on the debuggers interface in the normal way, then the client-stub packs the com-
mand and its parameters into a message. The client stub then passes the message to the
target side through the network used. On the target side the message is passed to the re-
mote stub. The remote stub unpacks the command and its parameters from the message
and issues the desired command (e.g. breakpoint, step). When the command returns, its
result is packed into a new message by the remote stub which sends the message back to the
client stub on the remote side, which unpacks the message and queues the result (if any) as
an event in the debugger kernels main-loop queue, which when handling the message, will
present the result in the interface.
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GDBServer

I will take this moment to mention GDBServer and the Remote Serial Protocol since they
will be used later on in this thesis.

GDBServer is a program included in the GDB project which implements a target debug-
stub, making it possible for a debugger to connect to it remotely and debug a process running
on the target machine where GDBServer is running. GDB and gdbserver communicate via
either a serial line or a TCP connection, using the standard GDB remote serial protocol.

The GDB Remote Serial protocol is the protocol used in the communication between GDB-
Server and GDB. The RSP protocol is a widely accepted protocol for use with Remote
Debugging. The reason is that the protocol is defined to use as little bandwidth as possible
for speed performance, and implementing this protocol allows the debugger to be used for
many different remote target stubs, and the stubs used with many different debuggers (most
of based on GDB).

RSP is very commonly used in embedded environments, where it is not possible to run GDB
natively on the target.

GDBServer is supported only on full operating systems, any system that can run GDBServer
can also run GDB itself locally. For other systems a debug stub need to be implemented for
use with GDB, implementing the RSP protocol. The RSP implementation can be ”stolen”
(GNU License) from the GDBServer source. So the only real functionality that needs to be
implemented when creating your own debug-stub is the process control and the hooks into
the system that’s needed to allow debugging.

Communication based debugging

Communication based debugging is a technique used with multi-process systems, most
commonly in distributed system. The technique involves ”hooking” into the communication
between the processes and then monitoring and presenting the messages that are exchanged
between the processes. This could be implemented either by having a process setup to
monitor the traffic going through sockets between processes, or monitoring updates to a
memory region shared between different processes.

As said, this is mostly applicable on distributed systems since all processes use the same
message protocol in those systems. That isn’t the case in many other systems, such as in
operating systems, where many processes communicate with multiple other processes, and
with each pair of processes communicates with a different protocol, this makes it complex
task to hook into and presenting the messages in a presentable manner and at the same time
trying to keep the ”happened-before” relation of all messages, which usually comes free
with distributed systems.

As said, this technique is commonly used in distributed systems to track down erroneous
behavior. There are a few different ways to debug these. One way is to setup a proxy
process where all messages are sent through, another is to have a dedicated debug process
which can save all messages going through it, and also be able to debug single processes by
sending out messages to a specific process and monitor so that the process acts as expected.
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3.2 Post-mortem techniques

Post-mortem techniques involve debugging a process that has already finished executing or
has crashed. This technique is commonly used when end-users experience a crash which
is reported to developers with the appropriate information needed to perform debugging.
Developers may then see information about that execution that caused the software crash.

Memory-dump debugging

Memory dump or core dump debugging is a technique which involves analysis of a memory
dump (often referred to as core dump). The memory dump contains a snapshot of the
memory in use at a specific time, often at a point of a crash. By use of some debugging
software a developer can then see exactly where in the process the memory dump was
issued (usually the point of crash), and see a ”backtrace” of the function-calls which was
made to get to that point and also values of the local variables is accessible. It should also
be noted that a memory dump can be initiated by an interactive user without there being a
crash of the process.

The contents of the memory written to the dump may vary depending on the type of dump
generated, it may either be the memory in use by a specific process or it may be a copy of
all the memory in use by the system. A kernel dump is a dump of the memory in use by
the kernel itself. A user mode dump is a dump created for a specific application (e.g. an
application like Notepad).

There are different types of memory dumps; a full dump is everything in memory for that
process. This includes modules that are loaded, handle table and thread stacks and other
information that is application specific. A mini dump only includes selected parts of the
processes memory, e.g. stack and variables in current scope.

The memory included in dumps on crashes can be configured to some degree. Either a
kernel dump is used, which is a smaller dump containing only items in memory from pro-
cesses running in kernel space, this is used mostly to debug kernel crashes or something
that’s kernel core adjacent, e.g. hardware drivers.

Most of the time it’s hard to reproduce a bug which generates a kernel crash, since it’s often
hardware related and specific to a certain situation. So the ability of catching and analyzing
memory dumps is very important.

Replay debugging

Replay debugging or Reverse debugging is a technique which involves analyzing a ”record-
ing” of the execution of a process. All events, interrupts, memory allocation, changes to
disk contents, user inputs, and device output are added to the recording that is analyzed.
The recording is created by executing the process and then monitoring all events that occur,
once the process crashes or finishes, the recording can be used to walk through the exact
execution path of that instance of execution for that process. When using replay debugging,
you essentially get a ”carbon copy” of what the state of the process was at some point during
the recording. All of the execution happens deterministically and in the exact same fashion
as it did when later the recording is replayed.
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Since the execution is being played from a recording you can with Reverse debugging also
step back in the execution, so someone debugging a crash can actually begin at the point
of crash and then step backwards in the execution to see how it got to the point of the
crash. So the execution system has the ability to move backwards in time and put the entire
system in a state it was in at some previous point in time. Most debuggers that support this
technique support all the usual commands in reverse (e.g. step, continue, breakpoints). The
only big difference between Reverse and replay debugging for the user doing debugging
is that in Reverse debugging it is possible to step backwards in the execution, and with
Replay debugging you can only go forwards in the execution (hence Replay vs. Reverse).
In reverse debugging some debuggers also lets you do reverse execution in runtime, that is,
run process live until some breakpoint hits, then issue reverse-step, reverse-continue etc.

In general, reverse execution is implemented by the taking checkpoints of the process
throughout the execution and develop a way to re-execute the process in a deterministic
way with the help of these checkpoints. Beyond that, you have to record and save any
events that cannot be re-executed, such as user interactions and any communication with
the outside world, e.g. socket communication.

Implementation

Replay debugging could be implemented in a few of different ways. One method is to
record a trace of everything the system does into a trace file, and once the recording is
finished, the debugger works on the trace to drive an actual application. Reverse execution
is implemented by recreating the state of the system by reading the trace file and finding
points in the trace where breakpoint conditions are true. During normal forward execution,
this method is a relatively low-cost implementation since it simply reads commands to issue
from a file. Reverse execution is more complex to implement. True reverse execution would
require saving the before and after values for all changes that is done in the memory, and
for updates to files in static storage, entire files may need to be stored, such as updates to
text files. As an alternative reverse execution may be implemented by playing the trace file
to the point the user wants to reverse too. This would be a very costly method, since every
step backwards would require playing through the entire execution during each step.

Another method to implement reverse execution is to take checkpoints of the processes
state before performing any command that changes that state. The ”undo” algorithm then
restores to the appropriate checkpoint, and execute to point the user wishes to reverse to.
This method may require the debugger to save large amount of data, and it may make
each command to be much slower. It does allow the program to run at full speed between
commands.

Replay debugging discussion

To solve the more elusive bugs that may occur which may be hard to reproduce, such as
race conditions or deadlock issues, these techniques may be of great help. A tester can
simply record the execution of the process until the bug is caught in action. The tester can
then attach a debugger to the recording and replay, or reverse-play, the execution until the
problem is found.

With traditional cyclic debugging a tester usually runs and reruns a process, applying break-
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points, looking at variables, during each run of the process. For cyclic debugging to be
applicable it’s pretty much required that each run behave in the same way, that is, the pro-
cess has to be fundamentally deterministic. This means that it has to behave exactly the
same way at each run, given a certain input. This is usually the case for non-interactive,
single threaded processes, but is not usually the case for parallel programs or programs that
involve some kind of asynchronous communication, for these kinds of systems reverse or
replay debugging may be more applicable.

As of now, no reverse debugging architecture has become popular and widely used. This
may be due to several reasons, in general the reverse or replay debugging hasn’t been used
in any great extent. Which may be due to tools not having implemented a stable version
of these techniques, many people is likely not even aware that the technique exist either, as
of beginning work with this thesis the author wasn’t aware of its existence. Tools such as
GDB have this implementation, but it is said to be fairly slow and not applicable on large
scale systems.

Another reason is the difficulty to implement these techniques, the implementation is quite
complex when implementing for only certain processes. Not that many (or none) of the
popular debuggers have a stable implementation that is also effective on large systems,
giving that you want the system to run at near full speed at the same time it is recording.

It may be more effective to record the entire system, for example, if it would be possible to
do this with virtual machines. VMware had this possibility up until Workstation 8 (current
version, at the moment of writing is 9.0). From VMware workstation 6.5 until Workstation
8 was released, it was possible to record the entire virtual machine at hardware-level, and
later replay it and through the debug stub they provided, which allowed attaching a debugger
to an arbitrary process and debug it using reverse execution. As said, this functionality was
removed due to lack of usage in Workstation 8[7].

Logfile debugging

Experienced developers generally use some sort of a logging/tracing framework that can
send all debugging messages to one or more files. In addition, those frameworks can include
various debugging levels that can be configured in the application. So for troubleshooting
purposes, an application’s debugging level can be turned up (like a volume control), and
more debugging and diagnostic messages can be generated.

This is a normal method to use, both for information about what the system is doing and
monitor outside events that is not deterministic. Examples include SSH access logs and
requests issued to server-client systems.

When end-users experience bugs in applications, logs may be of great help to the developer
for the purpose of reproducing bugs, given that the log is detailed enough. For example
given a webserver, if the webserver would log all request issued by clients, and the web-
server crashes after some request, then the developer could see the last request issued and
may reproduce the crash by issuing a similar request. However, log-files should not be
thought of as a debugging technique itself, rather it should be used together with other
techniques to aid in the work of reproducing certain bugs.
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4 Suggested problem solutions

From the research made into the problem of this theseis, some requirements that should
be put on a method solving the problem has been developed. These requirements are the
following,

• Control multiple processes with a single debugging-software.

• Step all processes with a single command from the debugger.

• Step only a single process, leaving rest of the attached processes stalled.

• Resume execution for a single process and for all processes (Continue-command).

• Breakpoint with ability to halt all attached processes when it’s hit.

• Other normal debug operations for at least one process (e.g. variable inspection, back
trace)

• An easy way to deploy and start the system remotely in the case where remote-
debugging is used.

4.1 Using bare metal GDB

The GNU Debugger (usually just called GDB) was originally developed, and is the stan-
dard debugger for, the GNU Operating System. It supports a wide variant of programming
languages, including ADA, C, C++, Objective C, Pascal, FORTRAN and Java. GDB offers
extensive facilities for tracing and altering the execution of software by modifying values
of software internal variables and even call functions independently of the software normal
behavior.

Multiple process support

A process undergoing debugging is referred to as an Inferior. GDB supports having multiple
inferiors attached, and a tester can switch between them and work on them individually in a
normal fashion. So instead of having two GDB instances in different windows and stepping
them side by side by switching window focus, a tester can have a single instance of GDB
with two processes attached to that instance, and step them by switching focus between
the processes from within that GDB instance. To operate on different attached inferiors a
command to switch focus between different inferiors is used. Each inferior is assigned a
different id, so to switch focus to an inferior with id 2; one would simply issue the command
inferior 2 to switch from the current inferior to the inferior with id 2.

By default it is not possible to control an inferior which is not active/in focus. However by
setting GDB in All-stop-mode and activating the scheduler-locking-mode it is possible to
control all attached inferiors to some extent. With the All-stop-mode, whenever a program
stops (e.g. by a breakpoint hit) under GDB all threads will be halted, and focus switched to
the thread that caused the halt. However when having multiple inferiors, GDB treats them
as any other thread of the inferior that is in focus. This will treat all inferiors as threads.
So when a halt is made in any inferior, then all inferiors will halt and focus switched to the
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inferior that caused the halt. At this point all attached inferiors/processes will be halted, and
a tester is free to switch between them to check each inferior’s state without worrying about
that the state will be changed after the halt.

Multiple process control

When a execution-command is issued (e.g. continue, next or step), by default GDB allows
only the threads of the focused inferior to run. For example if GDB is attached with two
inferiors, each inferior with two threads, issuing a continue-command resumes only the two
threads of the current inferior (inferior in focus). By activating the schedule-multiple-mode
this behavior is changed, when this mode is active and an execution command is issued,
then all inferior and all their threads is allowed to continue. If another mode is activated,
scheduler-locking, then when GDB steps it will activate stepping for the in-focus process
only. When a step-command is issued it prevents other threads from preempting the current
thread and inferior when stepping, so that focus of debugging does not change unexpectedly.
Other inferiors and threads rarely (or never) get a chance to step. They will more likely run
when a next-command is issued (step over function call), and they are allowed to run freely
when commands such as ”continue”, ”until” or ”finish” is issued.

Discussion

With the functionality that GDB provides, the goal of having a single breakpoint to halt all
attached process is fulfilled, however there is no distinction between different breakpoints,
so all breakpoints and halt generating events will halt all inferiors, it is not possible to only
halt one of them with a breakpoint. These modes provides functionality that fulfills the
goals of resuming execution for all processes with a single command, and to single step
only a single process.

GDB might be a good tool to gain control for such a system as the one described in Figure
1, where you want to control only a single process but is required with functionality that
halt the other processes when the debugged process is halted. However, it does not provide
fine grain control over the system in an easy manner. For example, switching between
multiple process control and single process control with execution commands, it is possible
but requires switching between the different modes and the tester needs to be well educated
with GDB, its functionality and command-set.

4.2 Remote debugging using GDB

The method that is discussed in this section is based upon remote debugging. A overview
of the proposed setup is shown in Figure 8. Remote debugging gives the developer the
choice of using their favorite development environment and won’t force them to use some
environment, e.g. Windows or Linux.

To increase the chances of method adoption, developers should not be forced to set up
multiple development environments to debug their software on multiple supported platforms
so a developer should not need to set up a development environment for each platform they
are debugging. This requirement also suggests a remote debugging solution.

When using a remote-debugging solution the debugging symbols only have to exist on the
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Figure 8: Overview of the proposed method. On the left is the remote system, having
some GUI communicating with GDB through the CLI interface. On the right is
the target system, having GDBServer controlling the debugged process through
the OS debugger API. Both sides communicate over some network, i.e. TCP/IP
or Serial Connection.

remote-side. This makes it possible to run a symbol-stripped version of the software on the
remote side, that is, an end-user version of the software. This makes it possible to debug
a deployed and live system, and doesn’t require exchanging the binaries and restarting the
system on the remote side when debugging needs to be performed.

Software

Both for speed of development, and portability, the use of GDB as remote side debugging
software, and its side-project GDBServer as target-side process control has been chosen. It
makes sense to use GDB as a base debugging software since it’s the most commonly used
debugger in UNIX-type environments. It also gives the possibility to use remote debugging
by using the GDBServer software.

By setting GDB in an All-stop-mode and the scheduler-locking to ”step”, it support much
of the functionality listed in the table shown in shown in Section 4, except the requirement
of stepping all the processes with single step. Although it is a bit iffy, since other processes
may step some machine instruction when a step is performed[1].

Any functionality missing may be added to the GDB command set by either scripting it
using GDBs own fairly limited scripting capabilities, or by using the Python interpreter that
is supported which let a user implement and add more advanced functionality to GDB. This
functionality that can be inserted could for example include special breakpoint types that
can change the behavior of GDB when breakpoints are hit.

GDB has a Command Line Interface (CLI) that implements functionality which lets an
outside process to use and control GDB completely; this gives the possibility to imple-
ment custom GUI interfaces. Examples of GDB guis include the standalone DDD and the
VisualGDB-plugin to Visual Studio.

In conjunction with GDB, the GDBServer is proposed, which support most of the GDB
functionality through the RSP protocol (GDB Remote Serial Protocol). Using RSP allows
maintaining compatibility with GDB based debuggers which would make it possible to
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switch from GDB if needed. This gives the possibility for the developer to choose their
debugging environment, as long as the chosen debugger supports remote debugging over
the RSP protocol.

GUI

Since GDB and GDBServer do provide most of the functionality that is needed control
groups of processes. The core problem for easy use of these tools is to find a decent GUI that
is built to support multiple processes in an easy manner. Most standalone GUI:s that support
the use of debuggers implementing the GDB CLI are fairly simple, having a command line
that lets the user enter commands directly to GDB, and having graphical controls for the
source-code view and buttons for stepping etc.

From what I have found there aren’t any really good standalone GUI that exists which
gives a decent overview when performing multiprocess debugging. The GUI need to clearly
separate the processes and give simple to use controls and functions to switch between the
processes.

For a good multiprocess debugging session, the following should be available in a debug-
ging GUI,

• An easy way to setup and start all processes.

• Good overview of attached processes.

• Automatic setup of debugger (lock-mode etc.), e.g. using scripts (overlap with de-
bugger functionality).

• Preferably a way to start a debugging session directly from development environment.

GUI: Eclipse

To this method, working with GDB and GDBServer; the Eclipse IDE is proposed. In the
Eclipse CDT project, a plugin which uses the GDB CLI to interface with the Eclipse de-
bugging environment is included. The Eclipse debugging environment gives a clear view
of the started processes, and provides a codestep view which lets you follow the execution
in the source code, line-by-line. It does provide some limitations, there is no good way to
switch between the processes through the GUI, however it does provide a console which lets
you enter commands directly to GDB, so you can change process with the GDB inferior
command. To be able to start up a remote debugging session which allow several process to
get attached i could only get that to work with a startup script which ”fool” the gui that it is
debugging local processes; by setting up the remote connection and starting and attaching
to the processes through the script, and simply starting the debugging session as a local
session in Eclipse. This can also be setup through the debugging console, but it will suffer
since it will take some time to start and attach all processes.

By using Eclipse as a development environment we solve a couple of requirements we put
in the introduction section. We can start debugging sessions from the IDE itself quite easily,
and it is possible to follow the execution flow directly in the IDE. It should be noted that
each time a different process needs to be debugged the init script would have to be changed.
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GUI: Visual studio

The Visual Studio plugins that has been investigated include VisualGDB and WinGDB.
Since the development of a system such as the one we have looked at in the thesis in-
troduction include developing for the UNIX-platform, Visual studio does not support these
debug tools by default. Visual Studio does not support the debugging tools used on UNIX,
since it’s mainly developed for the use of Windows-supported languages and tools.

The plugins found for Visual Studio perform very well when debugging single applications,
but the support for multiple processes is very low or non-existent. The support for remote
debugging do exists, but they do not support the multiprocess mode to any decent extent.
A very popular implementation seems to be a SSH solution, running the GDB instance on
the target server and using SSH forwarding to send data back to the remote machine and
Visual Studio. Using that method we could combine this and the GDB bare metal approach
described earlier, but the setup to get this to work can be quite complex.

GUI discussion

A new implementation of a GDB graphical interface, either standalone or as a plugin would
not have to be very advanced since all logic is implemented in GDB itself, and the GUI only
need to show view to the user, getting its data using the GDB CLI. The GUI could provide a
console that lets the user interact directly with GDB to perform more advanced commands,
and have simple controls as help on the side which gives a good overview of the attached
and active processes, and easy accesses to switch between them. A good inspiration for the
process-view would be the Eclipse view of running processes which gives a good overview
and clearly separates the processes.

Deployment

Besides the GUI issue, functionality that supports an easy way to deploy and start the pro-
cesses, and GDBServer, on the target side is missing.

This functionality would be fairly simple to implement for the UNIX-based systems by
using SSH and scripts which can be executed remotely, this is supported by most SSH
software. Problems arise if the underlying system of the process being debugged does not
have a network connection, or is not a operating system which support SSH, e.g. in an
embedded system. A connection between GDB and GDBServer would still be possible in
these cases through a serial interface.

For architectures where it isn’t possible to deploy binaries and executing startups using
scripts in an easy manner, it is recommended that GDBServer is included in the software-
suite that is deployed to the architecture. GDBServer should be started automatically in
idle mode during system boot, waiting for a debugger connection. When a connection is
established between the debugger and GDBServer, then a debugging session may be started,
either by attaching to running processes or starting new ones. Scripts or other binaries may
be used on the remote system to start multiple processes since GDB can be configured to
follow the forks, which may be useful if the system needs to be restarted once the debugger
is attached, the binary executed could then kill all processes and then restart them, where
GDB will attach itself to the newly spawned processes.
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For a debugger, or GDBServer to be able to attach itself to running processes small exten-
sions may be needed to GDBServer when running on target architectures where a script
can’t be executed on and the output retrieved on the remote side, e.g. embedded systems.
The small extension need to implement functionality that allows listing of running processes
running on the target side in the debugger running on the remote side, giving their process
names and pids, or as an alternative add the possibility to attach to processes by name and
not only by their pids.

This functionality could be implemented by small additions to the RSP-protocol, adding
one request-command to list running processes, being sent from remote to target side, and
one response-command which sends the running processes from target to remote side.

Eclipse which was proposed as development environment earlier, implements something
called Launch groups. With launch groups you can launch multiple applications at the same
time or in sequential order. This may be used to run a startup script first which may setup the
system and then launch the application to be debugged. This would solve many problems
raised throughout this thesis if development and applications were executed on the same
environment, however some problems still exists with regards to deployment and the ability
to attaching to a already running system. But not impossible to solve through some SSH
script which would gather the process pids as part of the startup which could then be read
by some GDB init script.

4.3 Debugging using Reverse Debugging

Reverse debugging will be one of the more important debugging techniques in the future for
these kinds of system, in this author’s humble opinion. Assuming a stable implementation
can be found. Consider the possibility to be able to record the entire execution of a virtual
machine, and then be able to attach a debugger to an arbitrary process when the execution of
the virtual machine is re-played. If this would be possible the processes could be executed in
full speed until a bug is recorded. The recording could then be stopped, and then attach some
debugger to a process which we would want to debug, stepping forwards and backwards in
the execution. This solution would also remove the dependencies consideration, which is
the core problem when debugging these kinds of systems.

It would also be able to find Heisenbugs, a Heisenbug is a bug that does not manifest itself
when it is examined in the debugger. Such bugs are common because debugging is an
invasive process that dramatically changes the timing characteristics of the program. If
such a bug would be recorded it can be debugged without impacting the behavior of the
process at all.

The virtualization technologies may be a crucial tool for this technique to be successful,
and the tool with most potential to make reverse debugging successful. The main reason for
this is since a Virtual Machine recording would record at a lower level (closer to hardware)
than other debugger tools. It would also remove the hardware architecture dependencies,
most tools only provide recording for popular architectures, such as the i386 and amd64
architectures. It would also greatly simplify the multiple process recording, since this seems
to be a hard implementation to create. Most debuggers which do support process recording
do not have a stable implementation which allows multiprocess recording, including GDB
and UndoDB (UndoDB is a debugger built for Reverse Debugging).

VMware have had this feature from Workstation 6.5, but it was removed in Workstation
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8. It was removed since not enough people had demonstrated the need for this feature[7],
so they decided that the development team working with this feature would be better used
elsewhere. With VMwares solution and their Visual Studio plugin all the functionality
described in this section were available. Hopefully this feature will be re-added some time
in the future.

Alternative solution using Reverse Debugging

If we would try to apply this technique on the problem we stated in Section 1.3, it would
not work if we had the requirement that this technique must satisfy all problems stated in
Section 4. If we had the possibility to record a virtual machine and then attach to any
running process in it during a replay it would satisfy all of them. But since that is not
possible today and no stable implementation exists for recording of multiple processes, it
isn’t possible to satisfy them all.

However, do we have to record all of the processes, for the problem at hand? No, not really.
The problem was that we had a suspected bug in one process, and we had to keep control of
the rest for the debugging to be successful. This is a critical issue when we aren’t actually
interacting with the system in runtime, we are really only interested in one process. Now
consider if we had a recording of the execution from the S1 process (shown in Figure 1),
then we would not need to care about any other processes since all that is needed does exist
in that recording. So, in general the requirements stated in Section 4 could be considered as
”runtime”-requirements.

If we would attach a GDB instance to the process S1 mentioned in the problem specification,
and start a recording at moment of attachment (which may be automated through GDB init
scripts), the stalltime for S1 would be minimal and the rest of the system would probably
not even notice a debugger has attached to the process. The performance for the process
that is being recorded will be lower than otherwise so this solution may not be the best if
that is an issue. However the other processes should not notices that the process is being
recorded.

Figure 9: Figure is showing a flowchart for the task of debugging a system like the one
explained in Section 1.3 using a reverse debugging solution. First a process is
recorded with a suspected bug and then replayed. If the bug is found and not
traced to any other process it is fixed. Otherwise a new recording is made and
the process begins from start.

Once the recording of the suspected process is started, it can record until a bug is recorded
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and then stop it. Once the recording is finished the suspected process may be replayed
using GDB, over remote if necessary. One of two things will then happen, either the bug is
found and fixed, or it may be traced to some other process. If traced to another process, the
recording-process can restart from the beginning, recording the other process instead. The
debugging process is then continued until the process where the error is located is found.
This method is shown as a flowchart in Figure 9.

When using the ”bare metal” GDB reverse solution it should be noted that the software will
actually execute again, but it reads its instruction from the recording-log. It could be seen as
the instruction stream for the software is pointed to the log. When the replay is finished the
execution could be continued in runtime. This means that if development and debugging is
executed on a different machine you still have to use some remote debugging solution that
runs on target machine.

The recording could be done manually on the target system using or by the use of some
script, and replayed locally or remote using a remote debugging solution. It is when using
a ”reverse remote debugging”-solution required for the GDB used on the remote side to
support reverse debugging, currently the GDB-forks for non UNIX-type os, that i am aware
of, does not supports this.

Although if the above problems aren’t an issue. The solution could quite easily be used in
the Eclipse IDE, but again with some init script that loads the log on startup. But once the
log/recording is loaded the debugging environment in the IDE will work as if the debugging
would be done during runtime. As said, it is required for debugging to be done on same type
system as it is compiled for, since it needs to be able to execute on the system performing
the debugging.

Alternatives does exist, for example chronicle-gdbserver, which uses its own recording
mechanism and a modified version of gdbserver that supports replay using any debugger
supporting the RSP protocol. Although it should be noted that chronicle is tagged as ex-
perimental and does not seem to be maintained. Because of this setup it provides better
support for the use of other IDEs and different platforms on the remote side, since it sup-
port any remote-side debugger as long as RSP is supported. Which gives the possibility to
use a wider variety of softwares on the remote side. And since it is only a single process
that needs to be considered the existing plugins for other IDEs will work better than when
multiple processes needs to be considered.

Another issue to consider is the size of the recording, it is likely not a good solution to
perform a extensive recording, so it may be best to use this method once a clear way to
reproduce the bug is found, and then make the recording. This since the recording is saved
in memory during execution so it can use quite large amounts of memory when the recording
length increases.

5 Conclusion

We have made some observations; The de-facto standard debugger on UNIX-type systems,
GDB, continues to dominate.

When using a bare-metal GDB approach, it can solve the thesis problem quite nice, provided
that a tester is well educated with GDB and it’s command-set. Using the GDB text interface
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with remote debugging and startup scripts you can come fairly close to an automated startup,
but you will not get a equally good overview as when able to debug from within an IDE.
Many problems are introduced when trying to introduce a GUI, i don’t think you will get
around not having to issue some commands directly to GDB. This since the GUIs that’s
popular is mostly developed for debugging of single applications.

Most problems are due to platform issues, when developing and debugging on a other plat-
form then it is intended to execute on. If we would be able to develop on the same type of
system as we are developing for, many problems would disappear.

Debugging multiple processes won’t be as easy as debugging a single local application
where everything may be started directly from the IDE, most likely some manual labor will
be required. This manual labor includes starting of GDBServer on remote systems, fetching
pids if needed, and setup of the scripts needed for successful debugging.

I think a remote debug solution with GDB and GDBServer provides the best all-around
solution, with regards to what techniques and tools that exists today. This solution will also
be applicable in more situations than others discussed, such as that it could be executed in
a deployed embedded system, assuming a GDBServer-like application exists for the target
embedded system. Which may not be the case for some reverse debugging solutions. Even
though it may require GDBServer to be built in to the software suit being deployed. To get
GDB in a mode that allows multiprocess debugging requires some tweaking, however this
may be automated using setup scripts supported by GDB. The exact requirements of where
reverse debugging may be used should be found to answer this question more precisely.

Future work

A more in depth look at the reverse debugging would be very interesting. Evaluating tools
specifically developed for use in reverse debugging, such as UndoDB. The exact require-
ments needed to be able to perform a recording for replay debugging should be researched
to find out where reverse debugging is possible to use. For example what requirements need
to be put on an embedded system to support reverse/replay debugging.

Depending on different situations, a look into the deployment process should be researched.
Look into good ways to start up a debugging environment from a remote location. Is it
enough with a script? Can you assume that a system is up with only a script? What if a
network connection is not available?

A further look into the GDB follow-exec and follow-fork modes, is it easier to setup multiple
process using these? Is it possible attaching to all forks made?

For a proper long-term solution a self-implemented solution may be required. An example
would be a server-client solution, client running on remote machine and server on target.
The server would be able to spawn processes with a GDBServer attached to it. The server
would then attach to the spawned GDBServer and support basic commands such has halting
the process, using the RSP protocol. The client should be able to instruct the server to issue
these commands, but also tell the server to deattach from the GDBServer and spawn its
own GDB instance that would connect to the GDBServer allowing full debugging of that
process.

To be able to implement the above, the following reading is recommended, checked on
2013-05-27.
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• http://www.embecosm.com/appnotes/ean3/html/

• http://www.embecosm.com/appnotes/ean4/embecosm-howto-rsp-server-ean4-issue-2.html

The first link contains detailed information about the GDB internals and the second link
contains detailed information about the RSP protocol.
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